Half-filled Landau levels host an emergent Fermi liquid that displays instability toward pairing, culminating in a gapped even-denominator fractional quantum Hall ground state. While this pairing may be probed by tuning the polarization of carriers in competing orbital and spin degrees of freedom, sufficiently high quality platforms offering such tunability remain few. We explore the ground states at filling factor n = 5/2 in ZnO-based twodimensional electron systems through a forced intersection of opposing spin branches of Landau levels taking quantum numbers N = 1 and 0. We reveal a cascade of phases with distinct magnetotransport features including a gapped phase polarized in the N = 1 level and a compressible phase in N = 0, along with an unexpected Fermi liquid, a second gapped, and a strongly anisotropic nematic-like phase at intermediate polarizations when the levels are near degeneracy. The phase diagram is produced by analyzing the proximity of the intersecting levels and highlights the excellent reproducibility and controllability that ZnO offers for exploring exotic fractionalized electronic phases.
INTRODUCTION
In the presence of strong quantizing perpendicular magnetic fields (B p ), a large class of correlated phases in two-dimensional electron systems (2DES) can be understood as states of weakly interacting composite fermions (CFs); an electron bound to an even number of magnetic vortices (fluxes) (1) . Of particular significance is the nature of the ground state that forms in half-filled Landau levels (LLs) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . It is well established that in the half-filled N = 0 LL, a correlated metal forms that can be viewed as a Fermi liquid-like state of CF (7) . In the N = 1 LL, the Moore-Read (MR) state (8) , a gapped phase of CF paired in a p + ip-wave Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer-like fashion, emerges instead. The former is one of the rare examples of a gapless fractionalized phase of matter realized in nature, possibly along with spin liquid candidate materials (9) , while the latter is one of the few states with Majorana excitations (10) , along with 3 He films, 1D superconducting wires, and spin triplet superconductors like Sr 2 RuO 4 . However, among these platforms, the MR state is unique in having a truly non-Abelian topological order with fully deconfined point-like non-Abelian quasiparticles, although recent studies have advocated for a closely related state arising in the spin liquid candidate a-RuCl 3 (11) . The potential for demonstrating fault-tolerant quantum computation by braiding these quasi-particle excitations has conjured significant interest around their detection and manipulation (12) . Insight into the nature of these states may be gained through their study in a regime where LLs are well separated, as well as their fate as a pseudospin degree of freedom is tuned and levels are mixed (4) (5) (6) (13) (14) (15) . Systems that offer sufficient quality concomitant to experimentally accessible tunability are rare, with bilayer graphene delivering control of the isospin polarization (16) of its unique energy spectrum, where the N = 0 and 1 LLs are nearly degenerate (17, 18) , and the MgZnO/ZnO-based 2DES through control of the real spin polarization (4) . The ability to tune these energy levels also provides a vehicle for exploring intermediate polarization regimes, where strong coupling between the pseudospin and real space may result in states with coexisting nematic and ferroelectric-like features (19, 20) .
RESULTS
Here, we explore the ground states of the MgZnO/ZnO-based 2DES at filling factor n = 5/2 across a forced crossing of opposing spin branches of N = 1 and 0 levels, where n = hn/eB p , h is the Planck constant, n is the carrier density, and e is the elementary charge. At the neighboring integer filling (n = 2), it is known that, because of the opposing spin, the transition is a first-order Ising-like spin flop without any intermediate coherence between the two flavors (21) . It is therefore tempting to speculate that at fractional fillings, one would encounter a similarly simple first-order phase transition between the state that is favored for the respective N = 0 and 1 LLs. However, what we have uncovered is far more complex: At least five distinct phases emerge as charge is transferred between the N = 1 lower spin and the N = 0 upper spin levels. Figure 1 (A to E) illustrates these phases using magnetotransport line traces taken on two samples, a and b. Each trace is recorded when the sample is oriented at a defined tilt angle (q) relative to the applied magnetic field, which acts to increase the spin splitting energy and tune the levels toward and ultimately beyond degeneracy, as will be further discussed below. Figure 1A displays transport when the chemical potential (m n ) lies in N = 1 and reveals an incompressible phase at n = 5/2, which we denote as ICP1. Upon increasing q, this state evolves into a compressible phase (Fig. 1B) , denoted as CP1. Then, for a narrow but finite range of q, a second incompressible phase at n = 5/2 emerges (ICP2, Fig. 1C taken on sample b) . This state is supplanted by a strongly anisotropic yet compressible phase (ACP), as per Fig. 1D , which displays the longitudinal resistance taken when the current (I) is sent in two orthogonal crystal directions. Finally, upon full polarization in N = 0 at high q, the partial filling is rendered compressible (CP2, Fig. 1E ). Here, we convey the most poignant experimental findings using two samples but stress that the phase transition cascade is highly reproducible, as summarized at the end of the article. A range of temperatures is used to illustrate certain characteristics: low temperature (T = 20 mK) for ground states and elevated temperatures for charge density wave (CDW) physics (T = 90 mK), hysteretic transport (T = 200 mK), and comprehensive mapping of level crossings (T = 450 mK). Finally, we conclude with a discussion on the possible ground states realized throughout the cascade.
Single-particle level crossings
For a certain sample, we tune between these phases by tilting the MgZnO/ZnO-based 2DES within a magnetic field (Fig. 1F ). This is a commonly used technique in 2D systems to selectively enhance the Zeeman energy (E Z = g*m B B t , where g* is the isotropic effective g factor and m B is the Bohr magneton) relative to the cyclotron gap (E cyc = ℏeB p /m*, where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant and m* is the effective mass) as the former depends on the total field (B t ) and the latter only on the perpendicular component. Their ratio scales as
Here, g*m*/m 0 is the spin susceptibility of carriers and governs the energy spacing (D) of levels at q = 0°. Figure 1G plots the energy diagram of spin split LLs of sample a at n = 5/2 (B p = 9.6T) as a function of q using the value of g*m*/m 0 = 1.35. Following from Eq. 1, E Z /E cyc may reach an integer value upon increasing q, which will result in a level crossing, where j is the difference in orbital index of the coinciding levels. Such a crossing will result in a discrete change in orbital character and spin projection of carriers at m n .
In addition to tuning q, appropriate sample selection is essential for accessing the desired experimental parameter space for probing these crossings. This is due to the renormalization of g*m*/m 0 in an interacting 2DES as n is reduced and the magnitude of the Coulomb energy is amplified relative to the zero-field kinetic energy of carriers (22) . This is a prominent effect in ZnO owing to its relatively small dielectric constant (e = 8.5e 0 ) and heavy band mass (m* = 0.3 m 0 ). In contrast to a density-independent g*m*/m 0 predicted for noninteracting electrons, we observe a nearly threefold increase of g*m*/m 0 in the ZnO-based heterostructures when reducing n from 10 12 to 10 11 cm −2 , as shown in Fig. 1H . This can be viewed as the Landau parameters drifting toward the critical value for the appearance of a Stoner-type instability in the dilute limit. Therefore, setting n will determine an initial D of the sample, which may then be continuously modified by tuning q. The single-particle level diagram in Fig. 1G is efficient in capturing the general constellation of level crossings in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1I for sample a. The data are gathered by sweeping B t at a set q, which is later used to calculate B p and n. Quantum Hall features are seen as dark blue vertical lines. Here, we use an elevated temperature of T = 450 mK to suppress correlated ground states while accentuating the distinct checkerboard pattern that emerges. We note that the thermal energy at this elevated temperature remains orders of magnitudes smaller than the Coulomb interaction strength, and therefore, we do not encounter significant modifications in the level crossing diagram when increasing T beyond an anticipated smearing of details. Previous studies (4, 23) have shown this checkerboard pattern to be associated with the spin of electrons at m n , with high (low) resistance corresponding to majority (minority) spin (s = ↑,↓) carriers. The partial filling factor always ends up with high resistance upon full spin polarization, as can be seen at high q for n < 3. A comparison with the single-particle energy ladder allows us to assign (N,s) quantum numbers to the partially filled levels at m n , as shown in Fig. 1J .
Ground states
We now focus on the ground states for 3 > n > 2 filling across the j = 1 coincidence between the 1↑ and 0↓ levels. This region is framed in the dotted red box in Fig. 1J . We present data from two samples for the following reasons: Sample a (n = 5.8 × 10 11 cm , g*m*/m 0 = 1.48), however, permits us to observe transport well beyond the first coincidence position, because of its lower n, and in greater detail owing to its higher mobility. Reducing n in sample b, however, acts to suppress D, which limits the extent to which transport in the N = 1↑ level may be observed. Figure 2A maps the magnetotransport of sample a in the (n-q) plane at base temperature. Figure 2B tracks the minimum of R xx at n = 5/2 relative to the surrounding fillings of this map. A positive value of dR xx corresponds to a minimum at n = 5/2. The ICP1 phase (Fig. 2D ) is resolved at low q and gradually evolves into the CP1 phase by q~25°. The ICP2 phase appears at q~42.5°, as per Fig. 2C , and is seen as a spike in dR xx in Fig. 2B . At slightly higher q, a low-resistance region is resolved and is associated with the ACP, which will be discussed further using Fig. 3 . Figure 3 presents magnetotransport mapping of sample b whose intrinsically smaller D renders the CP1 phase stable at q = 0°. Starting from this phase, the same sequence of phases at higher q is seen. The anisotropic transport is demonstrated by contrasting the data of Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B , where the resistance is taken along two orthogonal crystal directions. The ACP is the ground state for 35°< q < 45°and 2.3 < n < 2.55. It exhibits easy-axis transport features when I ⊥ B t , which evidently acts as a symmetry-breaking field as the anisotropic features will reorient by 90°if the projection of B t is also rotated. This range of q also exhibits alternative flavors of CDW-like physics: Reentrance of R xy into the integer quantum Hall condition at n = 2 is seen fanning to higher and lower q, as marked by the dotted lines in Fig. 3D at T = 90 mK. Comparing Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B highlights that the transport is otherwise isotropic away from the ACP phase, and we observe no features associated with coexisting CDW/fractional quantum Hall (FQH) phases (24) . The higher mobility of sample b allows us to plot the activation gaps (D m ) of prominent FQH features as a function of q (Fig. 3C) . The ICP2 phase is realized for a particularly narrow range of q, beyond which the odd-denominator states of n = 8/3 and 13/5 display an increase in stability until the system enters the CP2 phase and carriers at m n are polarized in N = 0↓.
The crossing at n = 2 is an Ising transition between two oppositely polarized ferromagnetic states and may be resolved in transport because of the emergence of hysteresis associated with domain formation (21) . The charge transfer dynamics at fractional filling factors is more elusive as hysteresis is either weak or absent. We can gain a glimpse of this by inspecting the hysteretic component of transport at an elevated temperature of T = 200 mK, as shown in Fig. 3E . These data are constructed by taking two transport maps, one composed of only downsweep and the other only up-sweep B-field data, with the difference (DR xx ) being displayed. Strong hysteretic features are observed close to n = 2 and is evidence of a first-order transition associated with the exchange-corrected single-particle level crossing at j = 1 (red arrow, see the Supplementary Materials) (25) . These markedly weaken at fractional fillings of n > 2.3. We also note the weaker features in the subpanels of Fig. 3 (D and E) , which emerge in the vicinity of reentrant features at both higher and lower q relative to the j = 1 crossing position. Figure 4 summarizes the phase diagram of competing ground states. Figure 4A is a composite representation of the extent of the ground states in the (n-E Z /E cyc ) plane for samples a and b, including FQH (dark purple) features, 1↑ (light purple) and 0↓ (orange) polarized liquids, and anisotropic (red) and isotropic (blue) CDW-like phases. For the sake of constructing this diagram, we determine E Z /E cyc using the g*m*/m 0 quantized at j = 1| n=2 and using Eq. 1. This representation allows us to define a single-particle energy scale for the sake of discussion and comparison (see the Supplementary Materials). Extrapolating the hysteretic features observed near n = 2 at T = 200 mK (red; Fig. 4A ) and 90 mK (blue; see the Supplementary Materials) permits us to illustrate a range in which the 2DES is depolarized and has mixed N = 0 and 1 character. The n = 8/3 and 13/5 states do not close their charge gap across the lower bound of this mixed regime (Fig. 3C) . Moreover, the ICP2 and ACP phases emerge only within these bounds. These observations support our hypothesis that the charge transfer at fractional fillings is unique and gradually occurs over a large range of q rather than at a single discrete angle. Figure 4B highlights the reproducibility of the phase diagram by plotting the cascade as a function of n; the E Z /E cyc ratio emerges as the determining factor of the stability of ground states for all samples. It also conveys why these phases evaded detection in previous works (4): The sample investigated (n = 2.3 × 10 11 cm −2 , g*m*/m 0 = 1.9) put the majority of phases out of experimental reach because of its intrinsic E Z /E cyc ratio of approximately 0.95.
Phase diagram

DISCUSSION
Henceforth, we discuss candidate states for the observed phases by using the CF picture at n = 5/2. We will construct states by adding holes to the neighboring integer quantum Hall state at n = 3, and thus, we write n = 3 − (n h0 + n h1 ), with n h0 + n h1 = 1/2 the partial hole fillings of the N = 0(↓)/1(↑) components. Because of the strong Coulomb interaction strength and small cyclotron gaps in our system, we expect strong inter-LL excitations, as the LL mixing parameter (k = E Coulomb / E cyc ) exceeds 5 for all samples (see fig. S3 ). While difficult to capture systematically in the experiment, the mixing between levels can manifest as a suppression of activation gaps of ground states and also more subtly as a result of imposing symmetry-breaking terms on particle-hole invariant phases, which would ultimately determine the ground of the even-denominator FQH phases present in the experiment (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) .
When D is large (n is large), the ICP1 phase is likely the MR state (31) for n h0 = 0 and n h1 = 1/2. An interesting possibility as the crossing is approached is a mixed state known as the Z 2 exciton metal with the coexistence of pairing of the N = 1 component and a composite Fermi liquid in the N = 0 component (5, 13, 14) . In the case of bilayer graphene, valley is a conserved quantum number across the transition, while in ZnO it is the electron spin. This state would have R xx →0 and R xy [h/e 2 ] = 2/5 as T→0 (see the Supplementary Materials), and hence is not ruled out by our observations, although measurement of the spin polarization will be needed to confirm its presence.
The CP2 phase naturally corresponds to n h0 = 1/2; n h1 = 0. Surprisingly, odd-denominator FQH physics is entirely absent in this regime, despite the N = 0 orbital character. We attribute this to the reduced screening of the polarized state that stems from an increased Pauli blocking of virtual transitions. This reduced screening enhances the effective disorder potential, degrading the quality of the odd-denominator FQH features and increasing the width of the n = 2 plateau.
The physics of CP1 is subtle as it emerges in the vicinity of the level crossing of N = 0↓ and 1↑ as D is made small. Accordingly, we speculate that this phase corresponds to a state with two Fermi surfaces [(n h0 ; n h1 ) ≠ 0]. States with two composite Fermi surfaces are known to be energetically favored in the case of spinful N = 0 LL with small Zeeman splitting (32, 33) . Therefore, it is not unreasonable that partially polarized two-component Fermi sea states might arise in our case of a spinful two-component orbitally mixed system [(5, 13, 14) and a further discussion in the Supplementary Materials].
The nature of the ICP2 phase constitutes another intriguing puzzle. Such a phase has not been observed in the experimental works on crossing of valley-polarized levels in bilayer graphene (5, 6) or in associated theoretical works (13, 14) . One possibility is a paired MR state, which has been found to exhibit enhanced stability near level crossings of subbands in GaAs (34) . Another alternative is that ICP2 is a paired state distinct from the MR state. A natural candidate would be the Halperin-331 state, which is two-component and could therefore be favored near the level crossing (8, 35) yet would be composed of components with differing spin and orbital character. Finally, we discuss the CDW-like physics that emerges between ICP2 and CP2. It is important to emphasize that the ACP phase is not restricted to n = 5/2 but pervades a large portion of the filling fraction range. No analogous feature was observed in the previous reports in bilayer graphene (5, 6) . A natural candidate is the stripe phase seen in higher LLs (N ≥ 2) in GaAs (36, 37) . There, the FQH effect is expelled as CDW physics becomes energetically favorable. Similar features can be induced in N = 1 as the MR state is in close competition with a stripe phase (38) (39) (40) (41) . What makes the ACP state in this work unexpected is its stabilization near the level crossing as N = 0 character is increased, as evidenced by the increase in activation energy of odd-denominator states at n = 8/3 and 13/5 for the same range of q (Fig. 3C) . The anisotropy is also notably askew toward low n, where isotropic reentrant features additionally emerge. One possibility is strong mixing between higher LLs stabilizing a stripe phase. A more exotic alternative scenario to conventional stripes is that ACP corresponds to a coherent state between N = 0↓ and 1↑ levels. As these orbitals carry different angular momenta, a coherent superposition would break inversion and rotation symmetries. This would endow the state with nematic and ferroelectric characteristics, explaining its anisotropic nature. In addition, the opposite spin would render the state with a finite magnetization in the plane orthogonal to the spin polarization axis dictated by E Z . While proposals for related ferroelectric states in bilayer graphene have been made at integer fillings (19), we are not aware of studies addressing their energetic feasibility for fractionally filled levels. We hope that our results motivate future numerical and experimental studies of these possibilities.
In summary, the exotic sequence of phases observed at the crossing of the N = 0 and 1 LLs is consistent with a gradual and complex depolarization sequence of the orbital character, in contrast to the expectations of a simple spin-flop first-order transition. In addition to LL-polarized states, the unexpected observation of incompressible and anisotropic phases in the orbitally mixed regime opens important questions concerning their nature and the possibility of novel interlayer coherence arising at fractional filling factors in a system with strong LL mixing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Mg x Zn 1-x O/ZnO heterostructures were grown using ozone molecular beam epitaxy (42) . The Mg x Zn 1−x O layer was typically 500 nm and was deposited on top of a 500-nm ZnO homoepitaxial layer grown on highly conducting Zn-polar Tokyo Denpa ZnO singlecrystal substrates. Samples a (n = 5. , x~0.03, g*m*/m 0 = 1.48) have electron mobilities of 190,000 and 350,000 cm 2 /Vs. Measurements were performed in a top-loading-into-the-mixture (T base~2 0 mK) dilution refrigerator equipped with a rotation stage. Low-frequency AC lock-in techniques were used to gather resistance data.
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